



































What is CVPR ? 
   
 
CVPR is ... 



































































開催地 Rhode Island 
































Icon Scanning:  






FREAK: Fast Retina Keypoint  
Best)Open)Source)Code)Award)Winner)
A New Mirror-based Extrinsic 
Camera Calibration Using an 








A Database for Fine Grained 
Activity Detection of Cooking 
Activities  
A Combined Pose, Object, and 
Feature Model for Action 
Understanding  
Parsing Clothing  
in Fashion Photographs  
Street-to-Shop: Cross-Scenario 
Clothing Retrieval via Parts 
Alignment and Auxiliary Set  
Recognizing Proxemics in 
Personal Photos  
Social Interactions:  
A First-Person Perspective  
Detecting Activities of Daily Living  
in First-person Camera Views  
Understanding Collective 
Crowd Behaviors: Learning a 




Discriminability with Learned 
Image Filters  
Neighborhood Repulsed 
Metric Learning for Kinship 
Veriﬁcation  
Accidental pinhole and pinspeck 
cameras: revealing the scene 






•  Hasing, indexing 
•  Nearest neighbor大勢 
•  Linear classiﬁer 
雑感 
認識手法の今後 
•  Bag-of-visual wordsを脱却したい 












































Weak accept x2 
CVPRにacceptされるまで 
CVPR2012 
Area chair comment: 
Defenetly ACCEPT 
CVPRにacceptされるコツ 
負けないこと． 
